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wherein Z is a block, which produces measurement signals
VX and IX, containing the measured impedance Z and a
power source, VX, IX are signals representing the current and
voltage signals of the impedance Z, T is signal processing
block (transducer) and PD is a phase detector.

1Abstract—Quasi-balanced circuits are not widely known
and often built. This is mainly due to insufficient knowledge of
their properties. Meanwhile, these systems have properties
which may be their great advantages. Quasi-balanced circuits
have a maximum convergence, allowing the full independent
quasi-balancing for each of the components. Although the
simple quasi-balanced circuits enable the measurement of a
single component, but there are solutions which allow the
measurement of the impedance of the two components at the
same time. The article presents two methods of the synthesis of
quasi-balanced circuits, which are different in approach. The
first method is based on a linear model of the transducer, the
other on the analysis of the measuring signals of quasibalanced bridges. Virtual instrument was implemented and the
results of measurements of selected elements were compared
with results from other device. This confirms the usefulness of
the method.

Fig. 1. General structural diagram of a quasi-balanced circuit.

A similar structure with regard to the balanced circuits
has been presented in [4].
The concept of impedance Z is the ratio of two-terminal
circuit describing the composite signals of voltage VX and
current IX

Index Terms—Bridge circuits; capacitance measurement;
circuit synthesis; impedance measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Z

Quasi-balanced measuring circuits are used to measure
the impedance components. Like the balanced circuits they
require the circuit to bring the selected state. Unlike the
balanced circuits, this occurs by changing settings of a
single regulatory element, which allows measuring one
component of the impedance [1]–[4]. There are quasibalanced circuits devoid of these disadvantages – circuits
with dual quasi-balancing and parallel quasi-balanced
circuits [5]–[7]. The selected non-zero state of the circuit is
called a state of quasi - equilibrium. Most often, it is
selected phase angle between two selected signals of the
system. These circuits are not often described in the
literature. They are characterized by an advantageous feature
– a typical convergence problem of the known balanced
circuits does not exist in quasi-balanced circuits.

VX
.
IX

(1)

Block T is a linear transducer, whose diagram is shown in
Fig. 2. Its linearity results from the selection of quasiequilibrium signal as the phase angle between two
sinusoidal signals w1 and w2.

Fig. 2. Structure of the transducer T.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATIONS

The w1 and w2 signals are formed in the block T as a
function of complex signals VX and IX, according to the
processing equation:

In quasi-balanced circuits the phase-angle between two
selected signals w1 and w2 is a subject to the detection. This
signal is connected to the phase detector, which detects the
quasi-equilibrium state. Structural diagram of signal
processing in the quasi-balanced circuits is shown in Fig. 1,

w1  h1VX  h2 I X ,

w2  h3VX  h4 I X ,

(2)

where h1, h2, h3, h4 are complex parameters of the
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transmitter T. Below a method that allows the synthesis of
quasi-balanced circuits using a model of Fig. 2 has been
described.

where:

III. SYNTHESIS BASED ON A MATHEMATICAL MODEL



Rearranging (2) we get

w1 h1VX  h2 I X h1Z X  h2
,


w2 h3VX  h4 I X h3 Z X  h4

(3)





3 X

(4)

4

The detected signal Φ in quasi - balanced circuits is
mostly a phase angle between the selected signals w1 and w2.
The signal Φ is the argument of the w1/w2 ratio and is
described by the equation

w 
  Arg  1  .
 w2 

(5)







Im  h1Z X  h2  h3 Z X  h4 

.

Re  h1Z X  h2  h3 Z X  h4 





(7)

equation (7) can be written in the following form

















(11)













(12)

measured

a4

a3

 
. (13)
Re  h1  h4  h2 h3   q Im  h1 h4  h2 h3 
q Re h2 h4  Im h2 h4

The most commonly used quasi-balance state is the state
of orthogonality of signals w1 and w2. Moreover, the
analysis of (12) and (13) follows that the equations are
simplified considerably when the parameter h3 equals 0.
Equation (12) is the fulfilled, e.g. when the parameter h1 is a
real number, and h2 and h4 parameters are purely imaginary
numbers and they are equal each other. The structure of such
a circuit is shown in Fig. 4.

(8)

Im  h1Z X  h2  h3 Z X  h4 

.
Re  h1Z X  h2  h3 Z X  h4 





Im Z X  

In this case, assuming

q







The equation allowing determine the
impedance component will then have the form

In the quasi-equilibrium state the signal Φ has a
predetermined value Φq

tan  q  q ,



 


(6)

  q .



a1  q Re h1 h3  Im h1 h3  0,


a2  q Re h1 h4  h2 h3  Im h1 h4  h2 h3  0.

Equation (4) after taking into account (5) can be written
as follows

  Arctan



Equation (10) shows the general processing equation of
the circuit in which the transducer T has the form shown in
the diagram in Fig. 3. The components of impedance can be
determined from equation (11) subject to the following
conditions:
1. the coefficients a1, a2, a3, a4 appearing in (10), by
components other than the measured component, must be
equal to zero,
2. the equation, allowing determine the measured
impedance component, should have the simplest form.
Let us consider the possibility of building the system to
measure the reactive component of impedance RC. Suppose
the serial model. The fulfillment of condition 1 means that

Equation (3) can be further represented as follows

w1  h1Z X  h2  h3 Z X  h4
.

2
w2
h Z h

 


a1  q Re h1 h3  Im h1 h3 ,

a  q Re h h  h h  Im h h  h h ,
1 4
2 3
1 4
2 3
 2

a3  Re h1  h4  h2 h3  q Im h1 h4  h2 h3 ,

a4  q Re h2 h4  Im h2 h4 .


(9)

Blocks with transmittances h1, h2, h3, h4 may be
constructed as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Diagram of quasi-balanced bridge with phase detector for passive
component of capacitor impedance.

The equation to determine the capacity will have in the
system form

Fig. 3. Structure of transmitations h1, h2, h3, h4.

After transformation of (9) is obtained by the equation
a1 Z X

2

 a2 Re Z X  a3 Im Z X  a4  0,

CX 

(10)
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Im h2

 Re h1

.

(14)
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proportion of

VCX VR 2

.
VC 3 VR 4

(17)

The RMS voltages in (17) are the products of RMS values
of currents and resistances or reactances of appropriate
circuit elements, and therefore the equation can be written as
follows

I1 Im Z X I 2 R4

.
I1 Im Z3 I 2 R2

Fig. 5. Diagram of quasi-balanced circuit for capacitance measurement.

An example of realisation of the circuit from Fig. 4 has
been shown on Fig. 5 [8].

(18)

After reduction and transformation of (18) can be written
as follows

IV. SYNTHESIS BASED ON A BRIDGE CIRCUIT

Im Z X  Im Z3

Synthesis of quasi-balanced circuits can also be
conducted based on an analysis of the known bridge circuits.
Fig. 6 shows the bridge quasi-balanced circuit designed to
measure the capacity of the serial object of RC type [4].

R4
,
R2

(19)

where, taking into account that

Im Z X 

1
,
C X

(20)

the measured capacitance CX can be determine according to
the following equation

C X  C3

1

VDC   I1 jC  I 2 R4 ,

3

1
V 
I.
 CB jC3 R3 1

In this circuit, assumed as a state of quasi-equilibrium the
orthogonality of the selected voltages VDC and VCB
(15)

This state means that

Re

VDC
 0.
VCB

(21)

Bridge’s selected signals, as already mentioned, are the
voltages VDC and VCB:

Fig. 6. Diagram of quasi-balanced bridge with phase detector for real
component of capacitor impedance.

VDC  VCB .

R2
.
R4

(22)

Taking into account the indications of Fig. 2, after
transformations, (22) can be written:

(16)




 R4 
R2
 w1  
 I X ,
 VX  

 R2  R4 
 jC3  R2  R4  

1

 w2  jC I X ,
3


Figure 7 shows the vector diagram of voltages and
currents of the bridge of Fig. 6.

(23)

where we can determine coefficients of the model in Fig. 2:

R4

 h1  R  R ,
2
4


R2
,
 h2  

j
C

3  R2  R4 
 h  0,
 3

1
.
 h4 
jC3


Fig. 7. Vector diagram of the bridge from Fig. 6.

The classic approach to the analysis of the circuit of
Fig. 6 is a geometric approach. According to the theorem of
Thales, ratios of appropriate RMS values of voltages read
from the phasor diagram shown in Fig. 7, must meet the

(24)

It may be noted that (24) shows the layout of the block
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diagram shown in Fig. 4, with the same processing equation.

structure allows for a simulated testing of the measuring
system using artificially generated measurement signals.
Then it is possible to test exactly the same structure using
the real measurement signals. The virtual instrument was
implemented using the LabView [9] package. The structure
of the virtual instrument is shown in Fig. 7.

V. TESTING
Figure 5 shows the structure of the system derived using
the methods described above. The discussed system has
been implemented as a virtual instrument. The virtual

Fig. 7. The structure of virtual instrument.

Typical capacitors range from 1 nF to 1 μF were used as
tested objects. The measurement signals are the voltage
across the capacitor and the voltage drop across the shunt
that is proportional to the current of the capacitor under test.
The signals are given to the input of the NI 6251 data
acquisition card [10]. Figure 8 shows a view of the
measuring system.

The structure of Fig. 7 is versatile and other quasibalanced circuits can be very easy implemented on it. On the
test stand of Fig. 8 it is possible to test various virtual
instruments [11]–[12].
Test results were compared with the indications of the
Agilent E4980A Precision LCR Meter [13]. The results are
shown in Table I and in Fig. 9. Errors associated with the
phase detection and relatively low input resistances of the
DAQ are primarily the sources of errors of the realized
instrument.

Fig. 8. View of the test stand.

Fig. 9. The graph of the error of the realized circuit.
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maximum convergence. They are easy to implement,
especially as virtual instruments.

TABLE I. RESULTS OF COMPARING
Agilent E4980A, nF
Realized circuit, nF
1.030

1.10

1.503

1.51

2.053

2.12

9.949

10.02

53.581

54.20

119.461

118.50

319.279

312.34

455.326

446.54

665.323

652.04

979.042

960.65
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